
Smart Lighting
from



Just ask 
“Alexa turn on the lights” or use any 
smart device to turn lights on for you.

Take comfort
in knowing your home is secure, 
even when you’re away. 

Live easier 
with lighting that works on your 
schedule, adjusting for every mood, 
time of day, or task at hand.

Control lights and power from anywhere.



Connect your smart light switches with 
other smart devices in your home.

Enjoy the hands-free control of voice command 
with Amazon Alexa or Google Home. And, by 
connecting Smart Lighting with these home 
assistants, gain easy control of lights alongside 
other compatible smart devices: “Hey Google, 
turn off all lights and lock the front door.” 

Connect More



Connect to the app – download the Smart Lights app and scan the code 
on your smart switch/dimmer to connect the device to your app. Smart 
Lighting connects directly to your home Wi-Fi for fast, easy setup of one 
or multiple rooms.

Simply Replace
Existing Switches

Turn off breaker Remove existing switch Install Smart Switch
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Smart Plug-Ins
Simply plug in to allow 

wireless on/off control with no 
installation required. Available 

in switch or dimmer.

Smart Outdoors
Wirelessly control outdoor 
outlets by simply plugging 
in, with GFCI protection for 

safety outdoors.

Smart Switches
Easily replace standard switches 
with the Smart Switch to allow 

convenient control of lights from 
anywhere. Works in single pole 

and 3-way applications.

Smart Dimmers
The Smart Tru-Universal Dimmer 

works with any 120V dimmable 
bulb for perfect dimming — every 

time. Works in single pole and 
3-way applications.

Smart Outlets
The tamper resistant Smart 
Outlet replaces standard 15 
amp outlets for safe, easy 

plug load control. One outlet is 
Wi-Fi controlled, the other is 

always on.

Featured Products



SMART SWITCH  |  WWRL10
Easily replace standard switches with the Smart Switch 
to allow convenient control of lights — from anywhere.
Works with any 3-way switch.

SMART TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER  |  WWRL50
The Smart Tru-Universal Dimmer works with any 120V 
dimmable bulb for perfect dimming — every time.
Works with HMR Multi-location dimmer

SMART OUTLET  |  WWRR15
Easily replace standard 15 amp outlets with the smart 
outlet. One outlet is Wi-Fi controlled, the other is always on. 

SMART PLUG-IN SWITCH  |  WWP10
Simply plug in to allow wireless on/off control with 
no installation required. 

SMART PLUG-IN TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER  |  WWP20
Simply plug in to allow wireless dimming with patented 
Tru-Universal technology that works with all 120V 
dimmable bulbs.

SMART OUTDOOR SWITCH  |  WWP30
Wirelessly control outdoor outlets by simply plugging 
in, with GFCI protection for safety outdoors.
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*Plug-ins only offered in white

COLOR OPTIONS

*Plug-ins only offered in white
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Electrical Wiring Systems
60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT  06110
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
www.legrand.us

Questions? 
WE’RE HERE TO HELP 
www.legrand.us/smartlighting
877-833-3303 


